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Tim Fountain Elected

Freshman President

Tim Fountain defeated Terry treasurer over Jeanne LemeshPellecchia and was elected ko.
freshman class president yesterIn a close senate race, senday. In the vice presidential ate position 4 was won by one
race Karen Chiles defeated Pat vote by Ann Brockert. For senSchreck by 14 votes after a re- ate position 1Paul Bader edged
count was taken. Carol "Cokie" Gary Faheyby six votes. Other
Gordon was chosen secretary- elected senators are: position 2,
Dan O'Donnell; position 3, Hugh
Bangasser, and position 5, Russ
Niles.
The following are official figures unless a recount is requested.
Homecoming court finalists
President
were elected yesterday. Six Tim Fountain
309
chosen
from
were
each class.
Terry Pellecchia
272
Senior contestants are: ChrisVice President
tel Brellochs, Connie Fountain, Karen Chiles
304
277
Annie Gilsdorf, Alice Hejldoer- Pat Schreck
Secretary-Treasurer
fer, Sarah Jullion and Timmie
Cokie Gordon
428
Ruef.
151
Junior contestants are: Jane Jeanne Lemeshko
Senate Position No. 1
Grafton, Elaine Hanuik, Dottie
Paul Bader
29S
Kemp, MamieKreilkamp,Terry Gary Fahey
290
O'Day and Carolyn Smith.
Senate Position No. 2
Sophomore contestants are: Dan O'Donnell
335
242
Carol Champeaux, Jane Cun- Terry Brockert
Senate Position No. 3
ningham, Gail Gordon, Donna
Hugh
Bangasser
344
Re Charvet, Terri Shank and
232
Randy McGovern
Toni Smit.
Senate PositionNo. 4
Freshman candidates are: Ann Brockert
290
Ann Brockert, Cathy Cane, Linda Pagni
289
Karen Chiles, Tanya Fette,
Senate Position No. 5
Terry
Carol Gordon and
Wil- Russ Niles
316
kerson.
Gomez Browder
257

Finalists Picked
For Homecoming

SEATTLESpectator
Vol. XXXIII

THE MODERATOR OF the MUN, Dr. Gerard
Rutan of the political science department, stated
the reason for the unscheduled election:
"The elections were held because of a feeling
in the MUN membership (the quorum present
at the meeting) that the constitutionally established offices had not yet been filled by any elective process. Therefore, nominations were made
and the vote taken and the offices filled."
THE PRIMARY POINT contested in regard
the spring election was that the two top executive officers are named as "chairman" and
"administrative co-chairman" in the MUN constitution. However, Blair and Joe Howard were
elected president and vice president according to
the minutes of the springmeeting.
Shenson, the newly-elected chairman, stated
that these two sets of terms were not interchangeable and that they defined positions and
to
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MRA Head to Speak Here
BY KATHY KIRSCH
Peter Howard, noted British journalist and leader
of the world program of
Moral Re-Armament since 1964,

will address S. U. students at
8 p.m. Dec. 2 in Pigott Aud.
"Tomorrow May Be Too
Late" is the title of Howard's
speech which will cover the
problems of the international
situation and MRA. The speech
is scheduled to last 45 minutes
with a question-answer period
following. A reception for all
interested students and faculty
will take place after his speech
in the Chieftain lounge.
HOWARD is the author of 14
books and 16 plays, one of
which is currently running in

London,

Berlin and northern

Italy. His visit is being spon-

New MUN Officers Elected:
Blair Contests Constitutionality
By MARY KAY HICKEY
A new slate of officers was elected by the
Model United Nations Wednesday night on the
grounds that last spring's election was not valid.
A protest against the constitutionality of this
second election has been filed with the Judicial
Board of the ASSU by Jim Blair. He was replaced
as head of the organizationby Howard Shenson
in Wednesday's election.

UNIVERSITY

sored by MUN.
Born in London, Howard attended Oxford University where
he achieved distinction as a

sportsman.

Howard has since become a
leading political columnist for
the Daily Express and Evening
Standard in London.
AS A SPEAKER, Howard has
addressed countless audiences
in varied lands. His speaking
engagements have taken him to
Waseda University, the center
of Trotskyites and ultra-nationalists in Japan. He was the first
Western figure invited to speak

there.

Howard served as keynote
speaker last summer at the
MRA conference for "Tomorrow's America" at Mackinaw
Island, Mich., for college and
high school students.
Howard is co-author of the
book, Guilty Men, which is considered to have played a significant role in arousing British
public opinion against appeasement during World War 11.
DESIGN FOR Dedication, a
collection of his speeches in

duties of a different nature. On these grounds
he maintained the executive offices established America, is Howard's most reby the contitutionhad not been previously filled. cent work.
THE ELECTION OF the secretary was conOther books include Innocent
tested because the winner, Lynne Berry, was not Men. Men on Trial, Ideas Have
an S.U. student at the time of the election.
Le^s. and The World Rebuilt.
"Last spring no one was familiar with the His books have been published
constitution and we elected officers for which no on every continent and are
offices existed and no one was familiar with the available in 16 different landuties of the officers," said Shenson.
guages.
Blair has protested that he is the constituHoward— speaker, playwright,
tional head of the organization despite the dif- journalist and author— is an inferent name and that the second election was ternational personality. He has
unconstitutional.
conferred with such world leadHE STATED, "I have filed the case before the
judicial board in order to have Shenson retrained
from taking office and myself recognized as the
duly elected chairman. Iwish that the parties
had notified me before if they wished me to
resign and had followed the club's constitution in
any case."
The primary objection of the dissenters in the
club was that the matter was not first brought to
By JOHN MILLER
the judicial board before it was acted upon.
Roy Angevine, a member and past president
S.U.s multi-million dollar legof the organization, had this to say: "It was an acy from the will of Mrs. Loretunconstitutional and unchivalrous act to object ta Emard will hang in the
to Blair's presidency in this manner. Had they balance when Judge Eugene
not wanted Blair as president they should have Wright of the superior court of
(Continued on page 3)
the State of Washington reviews

PETER HOWARD

ers as Prime Minister Ikeda of
Japan, former Chancellor Adenauer of West Germany, the
Shah of Iran, Generalissimo
Chiang Kai-chek, former Presi-

dent Eisenhower, Archbishop
Makarios, President of Cyprus,

General Ayub Khan of Pakistan, President Nasser of the
Prime Minister Nehru of India
and the Prime Ministers of
Sweden and Denmark.

Emard Estate Review
Set in Court Monday

the Emard estate at 9:30 a.m.
Monday in the King County
Court House in Seattle.
Mrs. Emard died on Oct. 12,
1963 in Seattle four days after
she drew up her last will and
testament. Her death was the
result of an overdose of barbituates, believed self-administered.

ACCORDING to the will of
Oct. 8, 1963, "All of the rest,
residue, and remainder of the
property

of every kind and

description and wherever situated to which Imay be legally or
equitably entitled, or over which
Imay be appointed, Igive, devise, bequeath, and appoint unto
Seattle University of Seattle,

Wash." This residue totals something over two million dollars.
The will, however, has been
in probate ever since Mrs.
Emard died. Complications involving the executorship and the
decedent's domicile (legal residence) and sanity at the time
her will was drawn up, have delayed final decision on her estate. The question of domicile
rises because of inheritance
taxes received by the state in
(Continued on page 3)

Mass Next Week
"THE PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY" opens at 8:30
tonight at Teatro Inigo. The curtain will also rise on
Llord's International Concertheatre at 8 p.m. tonight in
Pigott Aud.
"The Pleasure of his Company" will be staged again
tomorrow night and every Friday and Saturday until
Dec. 12. Tickets at $1.25 per person are available at the
box office.
LLORD'S INTERNATIONAL is the second event
sponsored by the special events committee this year,

according to Bruce Weber, committee co-chairman. "In

Llord's International all students will have an opportunity to enjoy well-known unusual masterpieces while
watching Mr. Llord interpret them through his art form.
Those over 18 will also undoubtedly appreciate the sly
patter and Mr. Llord's presentation of the Dance of the
Seven Veils. Just try to picture the latter act without
tangling some strings. It should be fantastic."
Students presenting student body cards will be admitted for 50 cents. All other tickets cost $1.50.

For Late JFK
A low Mass will be celebrated
Wednesday in memory of John
Fitzgerald Kennedy, late president of the United States.
The Mass will be at 12: 15 p.m.
in the gym. The Mass is being
sponsored by the ASSU. All
clubs will be asked to wear the
club uniform and sit in assigned
areas. The ROTC will form the
honor guard.
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Modern Ethics Probed

Junior Coed Picked

Girl of the Month

By FRED BURICH
Fr. Clifford Kossel, S.J., dean
of the faculty of philosophy at
Mount Saint Michael's, was
guest lecturer at the fall quarter meeting of S.U.s philosophy
dept. Monday.
Although open to the University at large, Fr. Kossel's lecture was not well attended by
students. He spoke on "The
Problematic of Ethics Today."

Carol Moergeli, a vivacious
20-year-old coed from Tacoma,
has been named AWS girl of
the month.

CAROL, a junior majoring in
P.E., was nominated by the
second floor of Marycrest. She
is a floor adviser and presi-

dent of the dorm.
Over the past three years

FR. KOSSEL'S main thesis
was that ethics is not a deducCarol has participated in many
tion from some other body of
varied activities. As a freshknowledge.
man she was active in Pep Club,
Instead, ethics works with
Education Club and served as
morality considered as a datum
co-chairman for the prize-win-:
of experience.Moral tendencies,
ningdisplay for Marycrest. Dur-'.
CAROL MOERGELI
moral terms, and the employing her sophomore year she was;
a Spur and selected as spiritual!
Judith Vitzthum, a sophomore ment of moral language are the
adviser at Marycrest, summed data of ethics.
chairman at Xavier Hall.
up Carol's qualifications for the
The approach to ethics esTHIS YEAR Carol was chair-/ honor by saying, "Her smile poused by Fr. Kossel would
man of the dorm talent show and friendly hello make life eventually converge with moral
and chairman of the AWS work much more pleasant and her theology based on divine revelshop luncheon on campus in outgoing personality makes ation.
every freshman feel at home."
October.
There are two main con1

One Man, One Boy:
Big Brother Program Underway
By MIKE PARKS

the S.U. campus. He was re- ers? McMahon said they are
enthusiastically. Said referred from the King County
ceived
A number of S.U. men McMahon,
"Men who usually Juvenile Court,
who
will soon be on the giving would say, 'I'm too busy' when call Big Brother mothers
headquarters
end of a unique experiment asked for a helping hand indi- and various social action and
cated they'd be glad to join."
social work agencies.
in social work.
McMahon immediately gath"All the little brothers are
They are men who have
ered 10 others to begin the test- without fathers at home and
joined or will join S.U.s ing process
with him. They are most are potential juvenile deBig Brother program, now be- John Williams, Bill Meyer, Dan linquents," McMahon said. The
ing organized on campus by Dempsey, Tony Vivolo, Mike boys that S.U. men will assist
Brian McMahon. McMahon, a Donahue, Mick McHugh, Dan are between 7 and 10 years of
junior from Tacoma, is well Leahy, Ralph Heyward, John age.
known on campus as the rank- Doub and Dan Mahoney.
McMahon said the need for
ing member of S.U.s student
The 10 began the battery of big brothers in Seattle is great.
senate.
tests and evaluation sessions in There are now about 75 men in
the program in the area. BeTHE CAMPUS club will be an October.
extension of the national Big
THE FIRST STEP in becom- tween 300-400 boys are now on
Brother program. The idea be- ing a big brother is the inter- waiting lists for big brothers in
hind the movement is to pro- view with the program director. the Seattle area. Some have to
vide a fatherless, potentially de- After this comes the Minnesota wait five years for a big brothlinquent boy with a strong male Multiphasic Personality Inven- er.
image with which he can iden- tory. This test is used to place
BEFORE THE YEAR is out.
tify during the crucial period of a big brother with a little broth- McMahon hopes to have a testhis life.
er whose personality will be ing center on campus. He is
currently making arrangements
After a period of tests and compatible with his
The tests are evaluated in in- with membersof the S.U. faculevaluating sessions with professionals, a little brother is as- terviews with three profession- ty to assist in evaluating the
signed to a volunteer. The big als a psychiatrist, a clinical tests. If his plans are carried
brother agrees to see his coun- psychologist and a social work- out, the entire process will be
completed on campus.
terpart at least twice a month er.
and is encouraged to see him
McMahon said that ordinarily
McMahon is hopeful that the
more often. What they do is up about two-thirds of those who idea will spread to other camto the big brother; there is no volunteer are not accepted for puses. He pointed out that S.U.
some reason or another.
is only the second college in
set program.
With college men. however, the nation to have such a nroMcMahon told The Spectator
he first became interested in only one in five is rejected.
eram: the University of Minthe program this summer when
HOW ABOUT the little broth- nesota is the other.
he heard about it on a TV show.
McMAHON CONTACTED
"the way to wealth is as plain as the way to
Vince Foster, head of the promarket. It depends chiefly on two words, ingram in Seattle. "He was surdustry and frugality; that is, waste neither time
prised and delighted when I
told him Iplanned to get some
nor money, but make the best use of both.
students at S.U. interested in
Without industry and frugality nothing will
the program." McMahon said.
McMahon brought his idea to
do, and with them everything."

which begin with the investigation of these ethical data.
Phenomenology chooses to
study the moral inclinations and

the ethical sense of all men.

audience.

THE SCHOOL of analytic philosophy, on the other hand, con-

A FURTHER problem inherent in the approach to ethics
advocated by Fr. Kossel, one

cerns itself with the problem of which he himself raised but did
the meaning of ethical proposi- not remove, concerned cultural
tions: "John is good." In this relativism.
"good" mean? Fr. Kossel found
these two approaches actually
quite similar since the ethical
proposition studied by the analytical philosopher is really the
expression of the moral tendency investigated by the phenomenologist.
Ethics, he mentioned, especially since the time of Kant, has
engaged itself with the question of the "ought." What is the
nature of the "ought" which
requires that men do what is
good?
The "ought," asserted Fr.
Kossel, is not the command of
another. Instead it indicated
"tendential being,"being which
tends toward something. Unfortunately the answer that I
"ought" to do good because I

"MOVE OVER, DARLING"
with
Doris Day and James Garner
co-hit

MA 4-3060
1211 Madison St.
2 blocks West of Crest

Serving Your
Auto Needs:
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SHERIFF'S
RICHFIELD
* Motor Tune Up

" Electrical

" Light Repair
" Lubrication
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Theater
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85 cents with ASSU Card
201 Broadway E. EA 3-1085
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THE TOWNE CRIERS
(IN PERSON)

Jerden Recording Artists
'
W

1213 E. Pine

Contact Lenses

not accomplished.
Nevertheless, the heuristic
implications of Fr. Kossel's approach to ethics, and its advantages over the stereotyped
theories of the natural law and
its obligation upon men to do
good, is not to be denied.

"A NEW KIND OF LOVE"

Every Nite. 8-9

I Prescription Opticians

mission that men of different
cultural and social heritages
seem to have no agreement
concerning many ethical values,
it would have seemed imperative that the danger of relativism be met. This, however, was

Benjamin Frank/in

'

Happy Hour

IDastern

In the light of his own ad-

context, what does the word

—

1L "7

tend toward it, and that the
frustration of this "ought" or
"tendential being" would involve a frustration of the individual being itself, was not
satisfactory to many in the

temporary approaches to ethics

'■■f' \^^
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Court Decision Monday to Decide Emard Bequest
(Continued from page 1)
which she had legal residence.
Mrs. Patricia Borer, foster
daughter of Mrs. Emard, is contesting the decedent's domicile
and her testamentary capacity
or sound state of mind at the
time the will of Oct. 8, 1963, was
framed. Mrs. Borer claims Mrs.
Emard was a resident of Anchorage, Alaska, and that the

\

will formed in 1963 was invalid
because the decedent lacked testamentary capacity. In lieu of
the will of 1963, Mrs. Borer asks
that legal acceptance be given
Mrs. Emard's previous will
which was drawnup in 1953. She
is the sole beneficiary of this
will.

JUDGE Hubert Gilbert of the

f^VvNU

At All Five

aYa V

supreme court of the State of
Alaska convened court on the
Emard estate on Sept. 11, 1964.
Judge Gilbert declared that
Mrs. Emard was domiciled in
Anchorage, Alaska, she was not
of sound mind when the will of
Oct. 8, 1963 was drawn up, and
her will of 1953 was legally
valid.

Jdc °bs Stores I

[pant sale!I
Paniemoniuml

A bulk of evidence was introduced in the Alaska hearing

which bore on Mrs. Emard's
state of mind in the last few
years of her life and shortly before her death. Some of this
stated that during the last few
years of her life Mrs. Emard
was unable to concentrate for
any lengthof time, was addicted
to certain barbituates, and suffered from hallucinations, delusions, partial paralysis and cerebral arteriosclerosis.
It was further testified that
before her death she was depressed by the recent deaths of
her husband and maid and that
she was not only confused at the
time her will was formed, but

tried to alter it after it had been
formally instituted.
S.U. and other beneficiaries
of the will were not represented
at the trial in Alaska last Sep-

tember.
THE STATE of Washington
intervened in the probate case
on grounds of Mrs. Emard's
domicile.
In an "oral decision" on Oct.
9, 1964, Judge Wright ruled that
the executor of the will and its
beneficiaries not represented at
the Alaska trial were not bound
by the decision of the court

there.
The hearing this Monday
could decide the case once and
for all.

Justices to Review

Contested Elections
(Continued from page 1)

asked for his resignation. Had
they objected to the validity of
the last election they should
have brought it before the judicial board."
Joe Howard stated in reply:
"It was pointed out then that
the elections were invalid so we
assumed ourselves mature
enough to remedy the situation
without bothering the judicial
board. Had Blair been elected,
there would have been no problem, but since he wasn't, he has
chosen to try to forcibly take
the office."
ON THE question of a power
struggle within the organization.
Angevine stated, "It's a coup
and Iwill have nothing to do
with the organization and will
not back it until these members,
are out of the organization."
This charge was denied by>
Shenson who stated that he let

his name be placed in nomination, so that the candidate would
not run unopposed,in the interest of democratic procedure.
"There was no plan to hold a
new election when we walked
into the meeting," he said. "The
election was occasioned by the
reading of parts of the constitution, at the request of the
president, to clarify a different
constitutional point."

THE NEWLY elected officers
are Howard Shenson, chairman;
Joe Howard, co chairman;
Lynne Berry, executive secretary; Gretchen Gambe. recording secretary; Samya Wilson,

-

treasurer.
The old slate was Jim Blair,
president; Joe Howard, vice
president; Lynne Bern-, secretary; Howard Shenson. treasurer. The "case of the anti-popes"
will be reviewed by the Judicial
board Monday.
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New Student Status Sought
Editor's nott: The following excerpls read by Fr. Lawrence Donohue, S.J., to the student senate last Sunday,
are from a paper by P. H. Ratterman, S.J., Xavier U.,
presented to the 1963 Missouri and Wisconsin Provinces
Workshop on the moral, religious and spiritual formation
of the Jesuit college student.

sume family responsibilities. To develop
maturity in students it seems essential
that we involve them in seeking solutions to university problems and encourAlthough the university administration age them to assume responsibilities in
seeks and must have student coopera- the university society. We can hardly
tion in fulfilling the purpose of Christian expect such involvement without alloweducation, the administration alone ing students increased status and voice.
speaks with official university voice.
SECOND, Itimidly suggest that adThe official status and the voice of students in our universities has historically ministration might well arrive at wiser
not been one of significance or impor- decisions with regard to many of the
student problems we will face in the
tance.
Moreover we are inclined to consider years ahead if we work with students
the position we have traditionally af- in seeking solutions. The application of
forded students on our campuses as es- principles to practical campus situations
sential to the hierarchical form of gov- demands a type of wisdom and insight
into student views and attitudes which
ernment established in our schools. And
it may well be argued further that any students frequently possess in greater
sharing with or delegation to students measure than do we.
Third, we have a very serious obligaof time-consuming and highly specialized administrative responsibilities may tion to avoid any campus situation
which may well frustrate our total edunot only seriously jeopardize the welfare
of our universities, but would be incon- cational mission. Specifically, we must
sistent with the scholarship expected of make every effort to avoid the student
vs. administration mentality which,
students.
however undeserved, leads inevitably to
HOWEVER, HAVING particularly in carping student criticism and a consemind the type of active social aposto- quent cynicism toward everything a unilate for which we are preparing our versity is and stands for.
We must
students, we do well to give careful con- work toward some form of
sideration to the matter of student sta- student administration relationship
tus on our campuses and student voice which precludes this mentality. Mutual
in university affairs. Even though it is involvement in the common university
essential to our educational integrity enterprise with proportionate and
that we reserve the right of final deci- shared responsibility, presupposing a
sion in all matters essential to our uni- mutual understanding and a deep muversity commitment, I feel we ought tual respect, seems essential to avoidmore and more to involve students in ing the student vs. administration menmatters which are immediately their tality on the modern university campus.
concern in the university society. May
FOR THE REASONS Ihave advanced
Ipresent my reasons.
First Ireturn again to our educational Ifeel that it is important, both to our
responsibility to develop maturity in total educational mission and specificstudents. Would it not be strange if we ally to the spiritual welfare of our stuencouraged students to interest them- dents, that we develop a student role on
selves in social problems of the larger our campuses which allows students a
society in which they live but discour- respected status and voice in the uniaged any interest they might show in versity community.
This may take the form of improved
the university society of which they are
members? Perhaps this is a place communications, more frequent consulwhere the analogy between university tation, or granting older students a
place on university committees whatand family society is applicable.
Maturity is developed in children by ever is necessary to provide that stuinvolving them in the solution of family dents be truly involved in university
problems and encouraging them to as- affairs.

—

Advertisement

The problem of what to do with soundly defeated candidates for
political office has plagued democratic societies for centuries.
After the diastrous election of 1772, the Tories in England devised a rather novel solution to the problem, one which modern
politicians might find worthy of consideration.
History tells us that the Tory candidate for prime minister, Sir
Dennis Choice, was crushed in the British general election of 1772.
The Tory power brokers decided that if they wanted to rebuild
their party, it wouldbe best if they had no Choice. Knowing how
Sir Dennis yearned for power, they figured that he could be flattered into accepting the job of founding a new colony for the
Crown on Baffin Island, a large undeveloped land mass within
the Arctic Circle.

WHEN THEY PRESENTED him with the offer, they neglected
the colony-to-be and expounded at great
length on the prestige attached to being the founder and first
prime minister of a British colony. So, Sir Dennis shipped out
the next morning on a man o' war bound for he knew not where
with 100 incorrigible convicts who were to be the first inhabitants
of his colony.
Two months later, after a near collision with an iceberg, the
shivering colonists disembarked on the barren spot that was soon
to become their capital. Unable to control his shivering, Sir
Dennis stuttered the official proclamation of colonization giving
the capital the name by which it was henceforth to be known in
that vicinity: Bbaffin. Having taken only their summer clothes,
the colonists soon developed a permanent speech defect which
forced them to revise the spelling of the King's English in order
to be understood. Thus the local organs of government which Sir
Dennis immediately instituted soon became known as the Hhouse
of Llords and the Hhouse of Ccommons.
to mention the location of

IT SOON BECAME evident to the colonists that Sir Dennis
completely controlled the Llords who in turn adeptly pulled all,
the strings in local affairs. Since it is not difficult to efficiently
govern a population of 100, the colonists were satisfied with the
puppet government.

Anyhow within 10 years, all of the colonists had frozen to death,
and without a Choice, the Tory Party in England had recovered
much of its lost strength and unity.
Since men seldom seem to learn the lesson that history contains, it is highly probable that again someday Llords may be in
a position to skillfully pull strings.

letters
to the editor
grass roots proposal
To the Editor:
Lawrence Dickson's stout rejoinder in
my behalf (Spectator, Nov. 18) is gratifying and disconcerting. Shelton Chow's
"attack" was welcome and notably ur-

—

bane.
My only comment would be, rather, that
there is more usefulness than ever in
insisting on a distinction between "essences" and "essentials." Quite nonessential to this discussion are the exact
ingredients of a Chinatown they may or
may not be exactly what Chow says they
are or the savage antics of Mississippi

—

—

racists. But the "essences" alas! are still
there, unexorcised and indeed unrecognized. As long as that is so, all further
profitable talk on this topic is impossible.
As long as "mainstream," for example,
or "law" are absolutized in this essentially political problem of adopting means
to ends, then the rule of "either-or" faces
us: Either Warden's grass-roots proposals
or the liberal's cosmic ones. If only we

were truly political once more, then we
might have the choice of "both-and"

instead!

Robert Bradley, S.J.

Academics First
To the Editor:

Last Wednesday's Spectator gave the
false impression that the administration
had kept the old bookstore space for their
own use without any consideration of the

students' needs. Ican assure you that this
was not the case. Last spring the entire
situation was evaluated and it was decided
that the biology dept. needed the room too
much for it to be given to anything else.
As a student Iam more than satisfied
to know that our academic needs are being
placed before our desires for recreational
facilities and Iam sure that most of the
students will agree with me.
Roger Hennagin

Chairman, CHOC committee

Advertisemenr
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"Can IBM Use My Degree?"
If your degree is in liberal arts, engineering, the
sciences or business administration,you may very well
find your route for advancement at IBM. The marketing and appliaction of computers offer opportunity to
new graduates ina variety of ways.
At IBM, Data Processing System Engineers study
the best ways to solve customer problems. They find
the best methods and select the best equipment to
handle each type of problem.If your collegeexperience
has taught you to organize information and approach
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YOUR JUNIOR PROM
j
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a problem systematically, see IBM.
An IBM Data Processing Representative shows
customer executives how IBM can help business become more efficient. In selling to business, industry,
government, or defense, you use your own initiative
and individuality. Advancement comes as you develop
skills acquired in college.
Thorough initial training will teach you the techniques of data processing and marketing computers.
If you are looking for opportunities to grow, join IBM.
Write for an appointment to: Data Processing Personnel. IBM Corporation. 1200 sth Aye.. Seattle. Wash.

"HIGH HEEL SNEAKERS"
FOR THE

SOPH-FROSH DANCE
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9 P.M. " Midnight

Music by the "NIGHT SOUNDS"
withthe
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Billy Burns
and the "Charmaines"
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Kennedy-A Hurt That Will Never Heal
—

haps been overdone.But these things are more
they are important, for they
than cliches
symbolized the man, what he was, and what
he meant to us.
The man was young, and the man loved
youth. He spoke to the youth of America. And
we, as college students
perhaps because we
were college students heard him. We listened
to his speeches, to his inaugural address and we
understood. What sounded like platitudes in
the mouths of elder statesmen and seasoned
politicians were, to our ears, sincere when they
were spoken by Kennedy.
not what your country can do for you
— "Ask
ask what you can do for your country
."
This was aimed at the entire nation certainly,
but it was aimed specifically at us. We knew
that as we heard it. And as we heard it, we
took it to heart.

By KAETHE ELLIS
On Nov. 22, 1963, John Fitzgerald Kennedy,
35th President of the United States, was assassinated by a sniper's bullet in Dallas.
The world was shocked at the violence of
the crime; the world wept at the passing of
the President of the United States. But there
was something more than tears, something
more than a sense of grief and of tragedy.
There was a physical hurt, a sense of deep personal loss at the death of the man, John Fitzgerald Kennedy.

——

..

THE HURT, perhaps, was strongest among
the young, among those who have seen so little
grief and tragedy, among those who have never
seen nor felt a war first-hand, who have never
experienced great loss. The feeling of something missing was there because Kennedy was
one of us, because he was young.
One year later, the sorrow is still present
in our minds
— and in our hearts. The pain is
lessened but it is still there. It will be with
us next year, perhaps 10 years from now, perhaps for the rest of our lives.
The pain is somehow inexplicable. We feel
it; and we understand it to a certain extent.
But we cannot explain it to others. We will not
be able to communicate it to our children, nor
to our grandchildren. They will listen very
nicely, no do'ibt; they "'ill cry along with us
but only because we are crying and we are
dear to them. Then they will go off to their
own world, shaking their heads and saying,
"Grandma's very sweet, but gee, she sure lives
in the past." To them, Kennedy will be important only as a former president, one whose
term of office was not especially notable, and
one who was assassinated.

JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY knew the
worth of the younger generation. He knew we
had good ideas, he knew we had potential, he
do
knew what we could
if we tried. And he
— just
as he had tried, and as
wanted us to try
he had done.

—

KENNEDY had a style all his own. Everything the man did was pervaded by this style,
by this certain flair, which no one really can
explain. One can bring up the factors of family
and wealth, breeding and education, opportunity and intellect. But that won't really explain the man. Kennedy was something more
and the loss of the total man is what really hurt.
Never again, perhaps, will youth be so important in the scheme of our nation's development. Never again will the head of that nation
be a part of our generation.Kennedy did not
feel that we should be trained first, then allowed to go into public service later on. He
did not think that one should be accepted as
knowledgeableonly when one is 55 and so-called
experienced.The time for action was
and is
now. What
we can do now was important to
—
Kennedy
and should still be important to us.

—

—

—

KENNEDY, to them, will be associated with
merely
Lincoln and McKinley and Garfield
because all these presidents were assassinated.
—
a chapBut he will only be a part of history
ter or less in their terribly dull history
texts.
—
for what
He won't be revered as a president
he did as a president is more or less unimportant. He won't be remembered as a man
for they will have no way of knowing the man
They will not feel as we did
as we knew him.
— they
will not weep in private,
and as we do
nor in public for the man who is lost, the man
who was taken away from them.
The death of President Kennedy was a personal loss to us; for while he lived, John FitzgeraldKennedy was a part of us. He was young
but it was not only his years that made him
young. It was his attitudes, his ideals, his
dreams. He felt that he could accomplish his
goals; he felt that he personally could contribute something of worth. He dreamed great
dreams but the dreams were in a framework
of reality. He combined the idealism of the
young with the practicality of the ages, and because of this he was admired by both generations.

—

PERHAPS THE IDEA of living up to someone's expectations is not enough to inspire and
urge on a person. But in Kennedy's case, it
was. The hurt is still there yes. But we must
remember not only the pain
not only the
sense of loss
but also what he asked us to do.
And because he asked us, perhaps we can
and will do it. We must lead, we must do our
part, we must act and act now— all these things
were important to Kennedy and he hammered
on these ideas until the day he died. We cannot
desert him now, for he means too much to us

—

still.

We hesitate, perhaps, to think of him as
looking down upon us from a certain heaven,
shaking his head in dismay, or approving us
with his famous grin. But, somehow, in some
way, this is perhaps what we should think
for Kennedy's presence has not disappeared
from the American scene.
We remember Kennedy we will remember
him until we die. We cannot communicate our
loss nor our remembrances
to others; but
perhaps by living up to his example,by striving
to fulfill his hopes and dreams and ideals, we
will somehow show future generations what
he has taught us and what he has meant to us.

—

—

— —

—

—

KENNEDY'S YOUTH was a symbol to our
nation
an indication of a new direction. The
elder statesman was no longer the sole policy
maker; the torch had been passed and it had
been passed to the youth of the nation. The
Kennedy image, the Kennedy cliches, have per-

—

—

—

STUDENT MEMORIAL: At the entrance to Dayton Uni-

versity's new John F. Kennedy Memorial Union, sculptor
Martin Hunter finishes work on this powerful image of
the slain president's vigorous spirit.

—

—

—

—

Seattle's Oldest Standing Catholic Church

The
Immaculate
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Senate to Study Charter Bill Sunday

Reports First
UBC
—

By MIKE PARKS
occurred last week when a sen- Education Club, Hawaiian Club,
(PSP) A news bulletin on
was looking into Mv Sigma, Hi Yu Coolees, ÜBC Radio the day after the
give
Alpha
A motion to
Phi ate committee
Omega a temporary charter un- some bills concerning A Phi O. Gamma Pi Epsilon, Mv Rho U.S. presidential election said:
A Spectator reporter was at Lambda and Chemistry Club
"ÜBC Radio made itself a
til Jan. 31, 1965, will be discusseJ by the senate at its the meeting and the committee will be considered.
force in news broadcasting last
meeting 7 p.m. Sunday in the kept the proceedings shrouded
Chieftain conference room.
in secrecy by going into execuI
The motion to approve the re- tive session. "The senators who
vised constitution of A Phi O is were not members of the comalso on the agenda but may be mittee were also excluded from
left in committee. The senate sitting in on the session.
did not act on the bill last week
Gain has also asked that a
because the national organiza- senate committeedraw up a list
tion has not yet notified S. U. of pertinent information to be
that the new charter has its ap- included in a possible senate
proval.
qualifications examination.

night (Nov. 3) by scooping all
other news media in declaring
President Johnson elected at
7:15 p.m., 15 minutes prior to
any other source.

v.

J

Chuck says

he paid 300 bucks
less for
his Coronet
than you did
for that turtle
of yours

THE SENATE will also act
GAIN SAID Wednesday that
on a motion that the senate's some senators have suggested
clubs committee investigate the that senatorial candidates
status of' the A Phi O charter should be required to take exas of Feb. 1, 1965.
ams similar to the exam taken
Sen. Brian Gain and Sen. by prospective members of the
Terry Dodd introduced a bill judicial board. "Whether or
and what
which would allow all senators not the bill will pass
an exam, I
to attend all portions of senate would be in such
committee meetings. The bill don't know. I just made the
so the idea can be disarises from the incident that motion
cussed," Gain said.

Who's Who
Who's Who corrections will
be published in the Wednesday edition of The Spectator
if space is available. Anyone
who has a correction for the
student directoryshould leave
it in the front hall of The
Spectator office before 5 p.m.
Monday.

know
how to

A motion to reserve 200 seats
for the senior class at the basketball game Dec. 8 will also

be considered.
Other bills to be discussed
are the new clubs affiliations
bill, and a new version of the
bill asking a committee to study
student problems with the administration. Motions to approve the charters of the MarketingClub, Lambda Chi Theta,
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9 0t four on-the-floor, buckets, hells,
carpets, console,spinners, and a padded
dash. And he said that everything but
the four-speed stick and the 426
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by asking, "Didn't you pay extra for
some of that jazz?"
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Wheeler's Bulk Creates Wrong Idea
By MIKE McCUSKER
Bulk, usually a basketball player's blessing, can become his off-

court tormentor. In uniform or out,
size is a special adversary of L. J.
Wheeler, 6-foot-6 junior center.
First, L.J.s wandering waistline threatens to sideline him from Chieftain basket-

ball battles. To play in S.U.s seasonopener Dec. 1, Wheeler must whittle his
weight to 232 pounds. He started practice sessions at 246 and still has three and
one-half pounds to go.
Second, L.J. blames his somber semblance—that of a moping mountain— for
forming the false impression he is an
unfriendly fellow.
"MY MAIN problem is Idon't smile all
the time," Wheeler feels. "People get the
wrongimpression when they see me coming. Some of the players will be laughing and joking. When they see me coming they're all quiet. When Ipass they
laugh again.
"People think I'm not sociable. They
joke and call me Sonny Liston. I'll bet
before you met me you were shook, too.
When you get to know me I'm one of the
nicest guys around. Now, don't you think
I'm a nice guy?"
Still, L.J.s fearsome frame does not
arouse sympathy from opponents. When
Wheeler followed Coach Bob Boyd here
from California, the nickname "Rock"
came with him, in reference to his solid
stature. "Now, Iguess you can call me
'Pebbles'," he said, for L.J. is but a shadow of last season's 268-pounder.
Wheeler, born in Baltimore 22 years
ago, started high school at Newport News,
Va., where he met Earl Faison and Bill

presently playing professional
football.He transferred to Santa Ana High
and later received scholarship offers from
Utah State, Michigan State and Illinois.
Instead he chose Santa Ana Junior College, played a year for Boyd, was named
the team's Most Valuable Player and
made all-state.
Mcßae,

WHILE AT Santa Ana he playedagainst
Troy Collier of Phoenix J.C., who was
wooed by S.U. but went to Utah State.
Wheeler was ruled ineligible the next season and played for an Amateur Athletic
Union team before rejoining Boyd. One
of his Santa Ana teammates, 6-foot-10 Jim
Proctor, is on the Arizona State squad
that plays here this year.
Last year's Chiefs shattered the Sun
Devils' 52-game home-court victorystring.
L.J. singled that out as "oneof the team's
best games and one of my worst."
Wheeler, who mixes modesty with
frankness, says, "It was a miserable year
for me; I'd rather forget it." He was
S.U.s No. 5 scorer (8.8 a game), No. 3
rebounder and was first in foul disqualifications despite missing four games after
a knee injury.
"The coach is always kidding me about
fouls. Last year Iwas too slow picking
my man up. I'm lighter this year and I
know Iwon't foul as much," he said. Such
rugged resistance helped establish the
Rock's defensive reputation.

WHEELER still wears a knee brace,
but only for protection. "Like most big
men, Ionly have one set of knees. But
the injury has had time to heal, and on
the whole I'm in good shape." For fans
who interpret his deliberateness as indif-

Chieftains Near Peak
For Upcoming Season
By RICHARD HOUSER
A missed shot, a rebound picked off by a green-jerseyedplayer and the ball speeding down court, typify the
Chieftains' practice.
In the early practices of the season the emphasis was
conditioning
and runon
ning.It is now paying off as guard and forward like Ralph
Hey ward did last season."
the Chiefs work out their offen
sive and defensive patterns
The basketball practices now
TOM WORKMAN, Elzie Johnentail practice in basic funda son and Rich Turney look like
mentals and smoothing out the the starting forwards. In the
offensive patterns.
backcourt with Charlie Williams, team captain, three playWEDNESDAY Boyd named ers are fighting for the remain-

nine players that are first in line
for the starting call on Dec. 1. A
center Malkin Strong and L. J
Wheeler are battling tooth an<
nail. Boyd said, "Wheeler wil
have to be down to 232 pounds
by the first game. That will be
his playing weight this season.'
Boyd said that he was pleaset
with sophomores Strong. Work
man and Lott. "Strong has definitely improved this year. And
Workman is good on offense
and improving on defense. Lot
will probably fill in at both

IW

ference, L.J. suggests, "Just for kicks,
they should comeover and try it.

"People don't pay much attention to
he whispers, "because Idon't score
30 points a game or get 400 rebounds."
About his strong finish in the national
tournament, L.J. said, "I was reading
about my friends turning pro or making
All-America, and Ithought it was time
they heard of me. I'd like to play UCLA
again; I'd have bet my bottom dollar
we'd beat them."
me,"

WHEN NOT hooping it up, Wheeler
listens to the large stereo collection he
and Ralph Heyward, his Bellarmine Hall
roommate, own. Rock says he and Heyward, another well-traveled Chieftain,
would get' along great "if he would only
quit talking for five minutes. He's talking
when you go to bed and talking when
you wake up."
If Wheeler is a bear at basketball, he
strikes even deeper terror at a pool table.
"I'm not bragging, but I'm about the best
that's ever been here," he contends. "It
came natural for me, putting a ball into
a hole. The only ball Ican't put in is a
basketball, and Iplan to work on that."
L.J. has also acquired recognition as a
court comic. Much to his bewilderment,
his passes sometimes wind up in opponent's hands and his layups become opponent's rebounds. He maintains, "I never
try to clown. I'm nonchalant about life;
when you get serious, that's when you
jump off bridges." He even intends to
discard the straw hat that brought Boyd's
ire last season.
A sociology major, Rock hopes to work
in a California penal institution whenhe's
through at S.U.

Unbeaten Spartans
Romp to 41-0 Win

L. J. Wheeler is shown
attempting a hook shot.
The "Rock" as he is so aptly called will be hooking
By CHUCK HATHAWAY
were no punts. Both quarter- from the post position this
The powerful Spartans re- backs went for broke on fourth season, probably as the
mained undefeated in the 1p.m.
starting center.
plays.
league, crushing the Bellarmine down
FootballDeacons 41-0. The Spar-

tans' record is 9-0.
The Deacons were held in
check by the Spartans' secondary and the outstanding rushing of the defensive line anchored by Lou Noval. The deepest penetration of the Deacons
was hardly over the center line.
Charlie Gilligan continued his
fine quarterbacking of the Sparing guard spot. They are Jack tans, passing for six touchdowns
Tebbs, Plummer Lott and Pel- and three extra points. The
Spartans' other score was from
ler Phillips.
"Though the players with a safety.
Also, yesterday afternoon the
game experience should get the
starting call, it doesn't mean Red Onions won a hard battle
from the Alpha Kappa Psi
they have to," said Boyd.
The coach said that the team 34-20. The Kappa team
others on the squad cannot be made the initial touchdown on a
left out. "Anyone could move pass from Larry Murphy to Bill
into the starting spots—Hey- Kohl. The Onions came back
ward, Jack Kreiger and Mike with a Bill Meyer-to-Bob Dunn
Acres at the guard. Teo Cruz pass to tie the game 7-7.
An indication of the offensive
could give us strength on the
see-saw contest was that there
front line."
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1130 Broadway
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RESTAURANT

CHARGE IT AT GILL'S!

LET US HELP PLAN
YOUR HOLIDAY TRIP
HOME

For Reservations, tickets, or info
on airlines, bus and train at no
extra cost Phone

We have all the art and engineering supplies you need,
for freshman to senior and professor, too!
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& RETRIEVER ROOM

1501 EAST MADISON STREET

EAST 5-5774
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Lowman & Hanford

1422 sth
Between Pike and Pine

Open Monday
and Friday
Til 9 p.m.

MA 3-8870
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Notables
Pep Parade, Rally November 30

Smoke Signals
V.D.'s, 7:30

Today

Wednesday night. He was unEntries for the annual pep try will receive $10.
parade must be turned in by
The parade will precede the opposed for the office.
next Friday. Entry blanks are pep rally Nov. 30 before the
In other election contests,
available in the ASSU office or opening basketball game against Buzz Furseth edgedLarry Kraft
from Jim Codling or Karen Arizona on Dec. 1.
for the vice presidency, Joe
O'Brien, co-chairmen.
Beaulieu turned back Chuck
A first prize of $50 will be
Tom Cantwell is the newly Herdener in the race for secawarded to the best float of an elected president of Bellarmine retary, and Brent Vaughters
organization. Second prize will Hall, men's dorm. He was took the treasurer's post unbe $25. The best individual en- chosen in the dorm elections opposed.

" " "

Meetings

CCD for adult deaf, 2 p.m.,
Chieftain lounge.

Activities

Llord's International, 8 p.m.,

Pigott Aud.

"Pleasure of His Company,"
8:30 p.m., Teatro Inigo.

Saturday

Activities

Yacht Club outing, noon, Bellarmine and Marycrest lobbies.
"Pleasure of His Company,"
8:30 p.m., Teatro Inigo.
Soph-Frosh Dance, 9 p.m.-midnight, gym. Admission $1 stag,
$1.50 date. Music by the Knight
Sounds with Tiny Tony.

TYPEWRITERS. Rentals, repairs.
S.U. and U.W. Ski Ball
Classified rates: 5 cents per word,
three times for the price of two,
Discount to students. Open eveSTEVENS PASS, Dec. 6, 20 Sunday
nings. Columbus Typewriter Co
10% discount if paid in advance.
and 27. Three trips to Stevens
Meetings
Place ads by calling EA 3-9400,
719 E. Pike, EA 5-1053.
Pass via charter bus. Six hours
ext. 115.

RENTALS
WANTED: S.U. married couples
to rent furnished apts. Heat,
water and garbage paid. 1 bedroom, view, $65. Large bachelorette with dining room, sunporch and fireplace, $75. LA
2-1429 or AT 4-8164.
TWO blocks to S.U. Attractive
bachelor, completely redecorated, wall-to-wall carpet. One
bedroom, private entrance,
shower. $45-$55. 1415-11th Ave.
EA 3-4063.

LARGE APARTMENT

Girls! Planning a change after
the holidays? Make your selection before final exams. Spacious apartment for gracious
living, beautiful floors, modern

of ski instruction, 3 full days of
skiing and transportation, all for
YOUR PAPERS typed with ex- $17.
Bus leaves 7:30 a.m. from
perienced, loving care. SU
Bellarmine. (Cathedral Mass: 6
3-0442.
a.m.). Return 6 p.m. Details furnished
to those who enroll. Make
THESES, term papers, manu- reservationsbefore
Dec. 3. Enroll
script typing. Mrs. Rich, WE by completing the form below and
7-2423.
enclosing your check for $17.
To: Ron Ward. Director
St«T«ns Tan Ski School
2271 Sunset Hlway S.E.
Mercer Island. Washington
Por further Information, call AD

ENGLISH tutoring by U.W. graduate. PA 3-8808.

Nam*

„

Address
Phono

FOUND: Ladies watch at Tolo.
Identify. Call Bemadette Carr,

Experience:
Beginner

EM 2-3316.

Reminders

Fr. Armand Nigro, S.J., will
conduct a closed retreat for women staff members Nov. 27-29 at
Mount Carmel in Bellevue. There
are only 20 openings. To make
reservations contact Shirley Os
borne at the treasurer's office

by today.
Mary Kay Wood, president of
Gamma Pi Epsilon, has stated
that those who have not obtained
reservations will not be seated at
the Scholarship Banquet this Sunday.

Book Safe Refunds

Alpha Kappa Psi, 7 p.m., A X

Jim Codling, A Phi O publicity director, announced
that money from the A Phi O

Psi House.

Monday

Meetings

book sale will be refunded
in the A Phi O office behind
Lyons Hall today and Monday. He also said the book
sale will be continued next

Discussion Club, 1 p.m., Chieftain conference room. Topic for
discussion will be the Communist
Manifesto.
International Club, 7:15 p.m.,
Chieftain lounge.
Young Republicans, 7:30 p.m.,
Chieftain lounge.

quarter.

Tuesday

2-0494

FOR SALE: 1 pair 210 cm. Kneisel "Combi W" skis. 3 years old,
refinished, $25. GL 4-7835.

Intermediate
JWranced

p.m., Chieftain

lounge. Dr. Richard Collins will
be guest speaker.
Alpha Kappa Psi pledges, 9:30
p.m., A X Psi House.

Official Notice

Meetings

Radio Club, 7:30 p.m., Social
Science Bldg., Room 307. All students interested in radio and electronics are invited to help organize this club.

Thanksgiving recess begins after
the last class Wednesday, Nov. 25.
Classes will resume at 8:00 a.m.,
Monday, Nov. 30, 1964.

Frank Costello, S.J.

Academic Vice President

furniture. Suitable for 4 or 5

girls. Good location, near

school. $120. EA 5-0221.
MODERN apartment, furnished
1-bedroom, $75, newly redecorated, 1633 14th Ave. EA 2-3772.

MISCELLANEOUS
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'63 POINTER, 155 cc. motorcycle,
perfect condition, best offer. LA
3-7226 after 4.
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TYPING, my home. Stencils,
manuscripts and theses, etc.
1014 25th E., EA 5-8493.
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FROSH and soph eds and coeds!
Brilliant scholars needed to help
sell ads. If your I.Q. is above
50, you're in. If not, you still
stand a chance. Apply Spec office anytime.

THE

KAUFER
CO.
FIRST IN
CATHOLIC SUPPLIES

1904 Fourth Aye.
MA 2-4173

Alto Tocomo and Spoken*

THAT X$ ARTHUR'S

New arrival: seeks long-term lease

l* LOOK
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This now-horn fawn and all his kind will prosper. Thanks to
the Federal Wilderness Law, millions of beautiful acres will be
set aside as a perpetual wilderness and home for wildlife.
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Standard Oil welcomes it. Our drilling crews work in close
cooperation with fish and game and wildlife officials. Our
helicopter crews cooperate in forest fire patrol. Standard men
have even gone out of their way to enlarge abreedingpound, or
truck water to drought-stricken animals.

E»kill,* *^f
' 8111l
&*
m&mm ■f'^^
J|r

II oil is found, operations are planned with a minimum of
disturbance. Working areas arc fenced to protect the animals
wildlife returns, often increases.
Standard Oil men are goodneighbors to the wilderness.
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The ChevronSign ofexcellence
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enjoy the great
you go
When
to
outdoors
and its wildlife, rely on the man at the
Sign of the Chevron. He'll help you get
there, with free touring information, and
highest quality S.O.products for your car
and boat.

ISTANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

